Introduction
A topology on a lattice L, or more generally on a partially ordered set P, is called an intrinsic topology if it is de ned directly from the order. Early examples of such topologies were the interval topology of O. Frink Fr42] and the order topology introduced by G. Birkho Bi42] . The early intrinsic topologies were typically symmetric, i.e., the topology de ned on L agreed with the topology de ned on L d , the dual lattice with the order reversed. The theory of continuous lattices, however, provided strong motivation for the consideration of topologies such as the Scott topology or the hull-kernel topology which w ere not symmetric in this sense COMP], indeed were not even T 1 .
Indeed, from hindsight, it is very natural to consider intrinsic topologies that are not symmetric. Given any T 0 -topology on a set, there results a partial order, the order of specialization, de ned by x y if and only if x 2 fyg. It is then natural to consider \order-consistent" topologies on a partially ordered set P, topologies for which the order of specialization agrees with the original given partial order. These typically satisfy the T 0 -separation axiom, but nothing stronger. There is a weakest order-consistent topology on a partially ordered set, which we call the lower interval topology, and which has as a subbasis for the closed sets all principal ideals #x, x 2 P, where #x := fy: y xg. This topology was called the upper topology in COMP] and has also been called the weak topology.
We quickly recall basic notions of ordered sets arising in continuous domain theory (see, for example, AJ95] or COMP]). Let (P ) be a partially ordered set (or poset). A non-empty subset D of P is directed if x y 2 D implies there exists z 2 D with x z and y z. A set A is a lower set if A = #A := fy 2 P: y x for some x 2 Ag and an ideal of P is a directed lower set. The posetP is a directed complete partially ordered set (DCPO) if every directed subset of P has a supremum. A useful order-consistent topology for a DCPO P is the Scott topology, which c 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B. V.
Lawson has as its topology of closed sets all directed complete lower sets Sc70] . If x y belong to a partially ordered set P , we write x y and say that x approximates y if for every directed set D Another approach to the study of topology on ordered structures is to begin with a set X equipped both with a partial order and a topology. One needs to assume that these are related to one another in some appropriate fashion. One common assumption dating back to the pioneering work of L.
Nachbin Na65] is that the partial order f(x y): x yg is a closed subset of X X , where the latter is given the product topology. When this assumption is sati ed we call the order a closed order and the resulting ordered topological space a pospace.
Compact Pospaces
Compactness alone is a rather weak hypothesis for T 0 -spaces for example, compact spaces need not be locally compact. However, there is a particularly well-behaved and important class of spaces that has emerged which d o e s appear to be a suitable generalization of compact Hausdor spaces to the T 0 -setting. Since these spaces are closely tied to compact pospaces, we recall some basic theory of the latter. Some of the material dates back to the early sources on the subject and other is of more recent origin. As a general reference we refer the reader to COMP].
Let (X ) be a compact pospace, a compact space equipped with a closed order. It is then standard that X is Hausdor Na65] since the diagonal = \ is closed.
We de ne two new topologies on X which arise from . Let denote the collection of all open upper sets U = "U := fx : u x for some u 2 U g and denote the collection of all open lower sets. Then the collections and are both topologies, called the -lower and -upper topologies respectively. From the compactness one deduces the following lemma (see Na65] or Chapter VI.1 of COMP]).
Lemma 2.1 Let (P ) be a compact pospace.
(i) Sets of the form U \ V , U 2 , V 2 , form a basis for the topology .
(ii) If K P is compact, then #K and "K are compact.
(iii) A directed set possesses a supremum, to which it converges. 2 Lawson De nition 2.2 An element x is a minimal upper bound of a subset A of a partially ordered set P if x is minimal in the set of all upper bounds of A. The set of all minimal upper bounds of A is denoted mub(A). The poset P is said to be mub-complete if given a nite subset F and an upper bound u of F, there exists x 2 mub(F ) such that x u. Lemma 2.3 A compact pospace is mub-complete.
Proof. Let F be a nite set. Then the set of upper bounds U = T f"y :
y 2 Fg is a nite intersection of closed sets, hence compact. Let y be an upper bound for F then y 2 U. Let C bea maximal chain in U containing y. By the dual of the third item in Lemma 2.1, the totally ordered set C has a greatest lower boundx in U. It follows directly from the maximality of C that x 2 mubF . 2 2
A topological space is called strongly sober if every ultra lter has a nonempty set of limit points consisting of the closure of a unique singleton set. Strongly sober spaces, as expected, are sober (i.e., every irreducible closed set is the closure of a unique singleton subset). A space is said to belocally compact if it has as a basis of (not necessarily open) compact neighborhoods at each point. A sober space is stably locally compact if it is locally compact, compact, and has the property that a nite intersection of compact upper sets (with respect to the order of specialization) is again compact (it readily follows that arbitrary intersections of compact upper sets are compact).
The cocompact topology k on a T 0 space X has as a subbasis for the closed sets all compact upper (with respect to the order of specialization) sets in (X ). We note that a subset of (X ) is an upper set if and only if it is a saturated set, i.e., an intersection of open sets. The k -topology always has as order of specialization the dual order of the order of specialization for . The patch topology is the join _ k of the original and the cocompact topologies.
Locally compact strongly sober spaces are intimately connected with compact pospaces as the next proposition shows. Indeed they are alternate ways of looking at the same objects.
Theorem 2.4 Let (X ) be a T 0 space. The following are equivalent: (i) (X ) is locally compact and strongly sober.
(ii) (X ) is stably locally compact and sober.
(iii) The patch space (X _ k ) equipped with the order of specialization is a compact pospace.
In these cases, = and k = , where is the patch topology _ k .
Conversely, given a compact pospace (X ), the space (X ) is a stably locally sober space and = ( ) k . The two constructions of passing from a stably locally compact sober space to the compactly ordered space which is the patch of the original space and the cocompact topology and of passing from 3 The join of the upper and lower interval topologies yields the interval topology of Frink (a motivation for our terminology). However, as we shall see, there is strong mathematical motivation for taking the join of the upper interval and Scott topologies, rather than the upper and lower interval topologies. Thus even for the \two-sided" intrinsic topologies, it is frequently asymmetric ones that are more natural and useful.
Observe that the order of specialization for the upper interval topology is (P ), the order dual of P . The topology arising as the join of the upper interval topology and the Scott topology is generally referred to as the Lawson topology or L-topology.
Let P be a partially ordered set. For non-empty F G P , w e write F G and say F approximates G if whenever a directed set D satis es sup D 2 " G, then d 2 "F for some d 2 D. The poset P is called a quasicontinuous poset if for each x 2 P , "x is the directed (with respect to reverse inclusion) intersection of sets of the form "F where F x (short for F f xg) and F is nite if P is also a DCPO, then it is called a quasicontinuous domain. If in addition it is possible to choose the nite sets F such that F F for each F , then we can P a quasialgebraic poset resp. domain. For the basic theory of quasicontinuous domains we refer the reader to GLS83], where they were introduced. There it is shown that quasicontinuous domains typically satisfy analogues of standard properties of continuous domains (with singletons typically replaced by nite sets). For example, sets of the form " "F := fy : F yg for nite sets F are Scott open furthermore, Lawson given any Scott open set U and any x 2 U, there exists a nite set F U such that x 2 " "F .
We recall the following result of M. E. Rudin (see Ru80] or GLS83]), which we refer to as Rudin's Lemma. We m a y think of condition 2 as asserting property M 0 and condition 3 as asserting property M n for all n 2. Although we hypothesize property M in the next lemma, we observe that in the proof we need only M 2 .
Lemma 3.5 Let P be a quasicontinuous domain which satis es property M.
Then the intersection of two Scott compact upper sets is again Scott compact.
Proof. Let We come now to our main theorems on the upper interval topology in quasicontinuous domains.
Theorem 3.7 Let P be a quasicontinuous domain. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) The Lawson topology on P is compact.
(ii) The domain P has property M. Proof. 1.)2.: Since P is quasicontinuous, if x y, then there exists a nite set F such that F x and y = 2 "F. Then " "F (P n " F) is a product of
Lawson open sets which contains (x y) and misses the order relation . Thus P is a pospace in the Lawson topology. Hence P is mub-complete by Lemma 2.3. Since (by compactness) P is covered by nitely many " "F for F nite, it follows that the nite union Z of the nite sets F must satify P = "Z. For x 1 : : : x n 2 P, "x 1 \ : : : \ " x n is closed, hence Lawson compact, hence Scott compact. Thus by Lemma 3.6, P has property M. ] ). Alternately one can use the fact that P endowed with the Scott topology is sober GLS83] and the standard fact (a version of the Hofmann-Mislove Theorem) that the intersection of a descending family of compact upper sets in a sober space is is again compact (see, e.g., HM81]). 4.)5.: It follows from Lemma 3.3 that every Scott compact upper set is closed in the upper interval topology, and assertion 5 then follows immediately from assertion 4. 5.)6.: This follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. 6.)4.: By Lemma 3.2 every set closed in the upper interval topology is compact in the Scott topology.
5.)8.: That P is locally compact in the Scott topology follows from Lemma 3.3, since each "F for F nite is compact in the Scott topology. It is immediate from the hypothesis that the intersection of Scott compact upper sets is again compact. By GLS83] P equipped with the Scott topology is sober. Thus by Theorem 2.4 the Scott topology and its corresponding cocompact topology, the upper interval topology, are the upper and lower topologies for a compact pospace topology on P . Since the compact pospace topology is the join of the two topologies, the Lawson topology is compact. Furthermore, the last assertion also now follows from Theorem 2.4.
8.)1.: Immediate. 8.)7.: Immediate. 7.)3.: It follows from condition 2 of Theorem 2.4 that nite intersections of Scott compact upper sets are again Scott compact. Since P itself is also Scott compact and quasicontinuous, it is covered by nitely many sets " "F i and hence is of the form "( S i F i ).
2
It is not immediately clear how one should best generalize property M to general DCPOs, since the approximation relation is intimately tied with the de nition. However, the previous theorem o ers one possibility. One can take the equivalent condition 6, since it can beeasily considered in more general settings.
De nition 3.8 A partially ordered set P is said to have property DINT (the \directed intersection" property) if every set closed in the upper interval topology is a directed intersection of nitely generated upper sets.
In the study of topologies on ordered sets, one can pose the following general problem: given a topology 1 Lawson and any topology consisting of lower sets is taken. To see this note (i) that all subsets with the property that whenever the supremum of a directed set is in the subset then the directed set residually belongsto the subset form a topology, (ii ) sets totally ordered with respect to inclusion, and hence has non-empty intersection. If x is in the intersection, then x is in B, i s a l o wer bound for C, and hence is in C by the maximality o f C. From the maximality o f C it follows that x is a minimal element in B. Note that x = 2 A, for otherwise we would have b 2 A, s i n c e A is an upper set. We break the remainder of the proof into a series of claims. We always work in the topology unless explicitly stated otherwise. We also note that the following arguments remain valid if "x \ A is empty, although they could be simpli ed some in this case.
Step 1. There exists a nite set G such that x = 2 "G and "x \ A is contained i n the interior of "G. Let Step 2. There exists i 2 I such that if z 2 F i and z x, then "z \ A is contained in "G. For suppose that this claim is false. The the set E i := fz 2 F i : z x "z \ (A n " G) 6 = g is non-empty for every i. Step 3. There exists a nite set F such that A "F, but x = 2 "F. We pick G nite as in Step 1. By the second step there exists F i such t h a t z 2 F i and z x imply "z \ A is contained in "G. Set F := G (F i n # x). Since A "F i , it follows directly from Step 1 and the preceding assertions that A " F. Also x = 2 " F since x = 2 " G. The lemma now follows immediately from the last step. Since "F contains A and is closed in the upper interval topology, i t c o n tains B. However x 2 B and x = 2 " F, a contradiction. 2 2 Theorem 3.10 Let (P ) be a p artially ordered set satisfying property DINT.
Let denote the upper interval topology, and suppose there exists a topology containing the lower interval topology with all open sets being upper sets such that P endowed with the join topology := _ is a compact pospace.
Then P is a quasicontinuous domain, the topology is the Lawson topology, the upper interval topology is , and the Scott topology is equal to and is the cocompact topology for the upper interval topology. The Lawson topology is the unique topology making P a compact pospace with equal to the upper interval topology.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 every directed subset has a supremum, so P is a DCPO.
By the preceding lemma = . Thus satis es the three equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.4. Let x 2 P. We consider all nite sets F such t h a t "x int("F ), where the interior is taken with respect to the topology . Since a directed set converges to its supremum in the topology (Lemma 2.1), it follows that F x for all such nite sets F. To show that P is a quasicontinuous domain, we s h o w that "x is the directed intersection of such nitely generated upper sets. Suppose that "x is contained in the interior of both "F 1 and "F 2 . Let U bethe intersection of the interiors. By Lemma 2.1, #(P n U) is compact, and it misses "x then W := P n (#(P n U)) is an open upper set such that Lawson "x W U . By the normality of P , we can pick an open set V such that "x V V W . Since W is an upper set, we have "V W and by Lemma 2.1 "V is compact. Since "V is closed in , which is the upper interval topology, by property DINT it is the directed intersection of nitely generated upper sets. Since each of these sets is closed, hence compact, we conclude that there exists some nite set F such that "V " F W . It then follows that "x is contained in the interior of "F and that "F "F 1 \ " F 2 .
Thus the intersection is a directed intersection.
Suppose that x y. Then P n # y is an open increasing set containing x.
By an argument analogous to that of the preceding paragraph, we can nd F P n # y such that "x is contained in the interior of "F. It follows that "x is the directed intersection of all nitely generated upper sets "F such that "x is contained in the interior of "F, and thus that P is a quasicontinuous domain.
It now follows from the preceding theorem that the Lawson topology makes P a compact pospace. Thus each of the Scott topology and is the cocompact topology for the upper interval topology, a n d hence the two agree. Hence the topology is equal to the Lawson topology.
There remains an interesting open problem of whether the conclusions of Theorem 3.10 remain true under the weaker hypotheses of the lemma preceding it.
The following corollary can be deduced directly from Theorems 3.7 and 3.10. Corollary 3.11 Let P be a partially ordered set and consider the following conditions.
(i) P is a quasicontinuous domain.
(ii) P satis es property DINT. (i) The triple (P ) is a Priestley space for which the upper interval topol-11
Lawson ogy satis es DINT and generates . (ii) The triple (P ) is a Priestley space for which each clopen upper set is nitely generated.
(iii) The poset P is a quasialgebraic domain and the topology is the Lawson topology, which is compact.
(iv) The poset P is a quasialgebraic domain satisfying property M and is the Lawson topology. If any of these equivalent conditions is satis ed, then the upper interval topology is , and the Scott topology is .
Proof. 1.)2.: Let A be a clopen upper set. It follows from Theorem 3.10 that A is closed in the upper interval topology. Hence by condition DINT it is the directed intersection of nitely generated upper sets. Since A is also open and P is compact, it follows that A "F A for some "F in the directed family. Thus A = "F.
2.)3.: It is straightforward to argue that in a Priestley space every closed upper set, in particular every "x, is an intersection, and hence a directed intersection, of clopen upper sets. By hypothesis such a clopen upper set has the form "F for some nite F t h us is equal to the upper interval topology, which satis es condition DINT. Using the fact that in the compact pospace P a directed set converges to its supremum and the openness of "F, w e conclude that F x and F F. It thus follows that P is a quasialgebraic domain.
That the Lawson topology is equal to and that the conditions at the end of the corollary hold now follow from Theorem 3.10.
3.)1.: Since condition 1 of Theorem 3.7 is satis ed, it follows that property M holds (condition 2) and the topology, which is the Lawson topology, g i v es given that " "F = S f " "b : b 2 F g for a nite subset of a continuous domain).22
A partially ordered set P is said to have property M if it is mub-complete and every nite set has nitely many minimal upper bounds. An alternate characterization is to require that the set of upper bounds for any nite set is a (possibly empty) nitely generated upper set (the minimal elements of the nite generating set being the minimal upper bounds). Note that the hypothesis of property M applied to the empty set yields that P is a nitely generated upper set.
Recall that an algebraic domain is a DCPO in which each element is a directed supremum of compact elements k k. The next theorem appears as the \2=3 SFP Theorem" in Plotkin's Pisa Lecture Notes Pl78] a proof also appears in Section 4 of Ju89]. Since an algebraic domain is a special kind of continuous domain, the following corollary is immediate from Theorems 3.7 and 4.2. However, we should point out that it can also be deduced in a straightforward fashion from the de nitions of properties M and M , and then used to deduce Theorem 4.2 as a corollary via Theorem 3.7.
Corollary 4.3 An algebraic domain P satis es property M if and only if the poset K (P ) of compact elements satis es property M .
In the previous section we s a w that for quasicontinuous domains the properties M and DINT were equivalent. Property M is a stronger property in the sense that it always implies property DINT.
Lemma 4.4 If a partially ordered set P satis es property M , then it satis es property DINT. 13
Lawson Proof. Let A be a set closed in the upper interval topology. If A = , then it is already a nitely generated upper set. We remarked previously that property M implies P is a nitely generated upper set. Otherwise A is an intersection of non-empty nitely generated upper set. Let "F and "G be non-empty nitely generated upper sets. For each x 2 F, y 2 G, d e n e H(x y) to be the ( nite) set of minimal upper bounds of fx yg. Then H := S fH(x y) : x 2 F y 2 Gg is a nite set and "F \ " G = "H. Thus the family of nitely generated upper sets is closed under nite intersection. It is then immediated that A is a directed intersection of nitely generated upper sets.
2 2 If a quasicontinuous domain satis es property M, then by the previous lemma it also satis es property DINT, i.e., condition 6 of Theorem 3.7. We thus obtain directly the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5 If a quasicontinuous domain satis es property M, then it satis es all the various equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.7. Alternately if P is a DCPO satisfying property M for which the upper interval topology satises any of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.4, then the conclusions of Theorem 3.10 are satis ed.
A DCPO P is said to bebounded complete if it has a bottom element ? and every pair of elements which are bounded above h a ve a least upper bound.
It is equivalent to require that P beacomplete semilattice, a partially ordered set in which e v ery non-empty set has a greatest lower bound. It is immediate that a bounded complete DCPO has property M since every nite set has either no upper bounds or a unique least upper bound.
Corollary 4.6 If P is a bounded complete quasicontinuous domain, then P satis es the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.7.
